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Toward a Digital Economy Satellite Account

• Multiyear effort to better measure the digital 
economy:
– Define the digital economy and capture its 

contribution to economic growth

– Improve measures of high-tech goods and services

– Estimate the contribution of “free services” 
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Presentation Notes
BEA has been working to develop tools and techniques to better measure the digital economy and to further capture technology’s role in economic growth. Preliminary estimates on “primarily digital” good and services were released in March 2018. Updated estimates were just released a couple of weeks ago. The updated estimates expand the time series to cover the period from 1997 to 2017. 



Toward a Digital Economy Satellite Account 
– continued

• Consistent with the OECD Informal Advisory 
Group on “Measuring GDP in a Digitalized 
Economy”

• The 2019 effort is focused on a “refresh” of BEA’s 
2018 report, with an emphasis on cloud 
computing and online platforms

• Efforts are partially funded by the National 
Telecommunications and Information 
Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce
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Presentation Notes
BEA has been working to develop tools and techniques to better measure the digital economy and to further capture technology’s role in economic growth. Preliminary estimates on “primarily digital” good and services were released in March 2018. Updated estimates were just released a couple of weeks ago. The updated estimates expand the time series to cover the period from 1997 to 2017. 



Toward a Digital Economy Satellite 
Account – continued

Digital-enabling infrastructure is the basic physical 
materials and organizational arrangements that 
support the existence and use of computer networks, 
which are the foundation of the digital economy. 

Digital-enabling infrastructure includes: 
• Computer hardware 
• Software
• Telecommunications equipment and services
• Structures 
• The Internet of Things (IoT)
• Support services
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Presentation Notes
BEA defines the digital economy primarily in terms of the Internet and related information and communications technologies (ICT)



Toward a Digital Economy Satellite 
Account – continued

E-commerce is the broad term used to describe all 
transactions involving the purchase and/or sale of goods 
and services that occur over computer networks.

E-commerce includes: 
• Business to business (B2B) e-commerce, including 

manufacturing and wholesale e-commerce; 
• Business to consumer (B2C) e-commerce, including 

retail;
• Peer-to-peer (P2P) transactions, or what is sometimes 

referred to as the ‘sharing’ or ‘on-demand’ economy, 
which involve the exchange of goods and services 
between consumers facilitated through a digital 
intermediary. 
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Presentation Notes
Currently, the preliminary estimates capture the margins associated with B2B and B2C e-commerce transactions. One of the next steps to further develop the DESA is to determine weights for partially-digital commodities such as many items within the e-commerce sector, particularly P2P transactions and transactions in the sharing economy. At this time, BEA does not have the resources to provide weights for partially-digital items. BEA would like to generate discussion and research on possible solutions for imputing weights for commodities partially tied to the e-commerce sector of the digital economy. This research could include reviews of several data sources, including detailed information from the Census Bureau's 2012 Economic Census, in order to supplement the information available from the I-O accounts.



Toward a Digital Economy Satellite 
Account – continued

Digital media consists of content that is created, 
accessed, stored, or viewed on digital devices.
Digital media includes:
• Direct-sale digital media sold to consumers in exchange 

for a fee, either on an item-by-item basis or through a 
subscription service

• Free digital media—usually supported by advertising or 
marketing revenue 

• Big data that companies collect during their operations 
and sell to other firms—this could include data on 
consumer behavior or preferences
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Digital Economy Estimates Include:

1. Digital-enabling infrastructure

• Hardware
• Software
• Telecommunications equipment and services
• Structures
• The Internet of Things (IoT)
• Support services

2. E-commerce

• Business-to-business 
• Business-to-consumer
• Peer-to-peer

3. Digital media

• Direct sale
• Free
• Big data 05/Apr/19
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Presentation Notes
Some NAICS-based goods and services categories include digital goods and services as well as non-digital goods and services. While BEA’s conceptual definition of the digital economy includes all digital goods and services, BEA did not attempt to include the digital portion of those goods and services categories that include both digital and non-digital components in the preliminary digital economy estimates, choosing instead to focus only on goods and services categories that are exclusively or primarily digital. Splitting the output of “partially-digital” categories into digital and non-digital portions will require additional source data and other resources to accurately identify the share of output that is in scope for the digital economy. The preliminary digital economy estimates exclude the value of industries producing goods and services from the Internet of Things (IoT), structures that are part of the digital-enabling infrastructure, and peer-to-peer e-commerce. Many firms that provide social media and email services to the public at no charge are often funded by advertising and marketing arrangements. BEA captures the output of these service providers as intermediate consumption of the unit that pays for the advertising. Consumers, however, undoubtedly value these services and would likely be willing to pay for them. BEA does not make any attempt to value the consumer welfare gained by the consumption of these services and therefore, these services are not included in household final consumption expenditures in GDP. 



Components of the Digital Economy
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From 1998–2017, the digital economy grew at an average annual rate of 9.9% compared to 2.3% for the total economy.Although hardware grew the fastest over the period, growth was uneven from one decade to the next, growing by 33.6% annually on average from 1998–2007 and only 5.0% on average from 2008–2017.From 2008–2017, e-commerce and digital media grew the fastest at 11.1%.



Components of the Digital Economy
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Presentation Notes
Support services was the largest component of the digital economy in 2017 accounting for 34.7% of total digital economy value added. Software and e-commerce and digital media are becoming larger contributors over time, while hardware is losing share.



Contributions to GDP Growth

• The digital economy’s contribution to GDP was 0.55% of total 
2.2% growth in 2017.

• The digital economy has made only positive contributions to GDP 
growth over the past 20 years.
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Digital Economy Share of GDP
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• The digital economy share of the total economy has grown from 
5.9% in 1997 to 6.9% in 2017.

• The U.S. digital economy is similar to size as the professional, 
scientific, and technical services industry and the wholesale 
trade industry.



Employment and Compensation

• The digital economy 
supported 5.1 million jobs or 
3.3% of total employment.

• Average annual 
compensation per employee 
in the digital economy 
totaled $132,233 compared 
to $68,506 for the total 
economy.
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The digital economy employed 3.9 percent all workers in 2016, similar to the finance and insurance, wholesale trade, and transportation and warehousing sectors.



Improved Measures of High Tech Goods 
and Services: Prices

Software: prepackaged, custom, and own-account
– More appropriate PPI
– Productivity adjustment to input-cost based indexes

Medical equipment
– New quality-adjusted price index for electromedical 

equipment

Communications equipment
– New and revised quality-adjusted prices (including 

smartphones) from the Federal Reserve Board
05/Apr/19
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We also incorporated improved price indexes for several-high tech productFor prepacked software, we’ve carried back a change introduced during last year’s annual update. And that we use a better matched price index for software publishing, except games that captures price movements for systems software publishing, which is a large share of total investment spendingFor custom and own-account software which are measured using input costs, we are now make an explicit adjustment to capture changes in productivity to those input costs. This better aligns with our methodology for estimating prices for own-account R&D. (and implicitly, changes in productivity are captured in actual market prices for software).In the area of medical equipment, we have introduced a new quality adjusted price index for electro-medical equipment (based on matched model and fixed effect regression methods.) This is based on data we began to purchase ECRI, a nonprofit member organization that has a database of prices and the associated characteristics of all medical equipment. Lastly, we have incorporated new and revised quality-adjusted prices indexes (including cell phones) from the Federal Reserve. We have long standing practices of incorporating the Fed price indexes.



Improved Price Indexes, 2018 
Comprehensive Update
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Improved Measures of High Tech Goods 
and Services: Investment 

Identified additional computer hardware and 
packaged software investment, as part of the 2012 
benchmarking process

– New software investment identified based on detailed 
receipt lines for “application services provisioning”

– Reallocated selected imports to final demand that 
impacted servers and storage devices based on a 
supply chain analysis of “Other, other automatic data 
processing machinery”
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NIPA Private Fixed Investment in 
ICT Equipment
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Treatment of Data in National Accounts
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SNA recommendations
– Databases are within scope of the SNA asset boundary

• Exclude value of data in own-account databases

• Include value of data in market purchases of databases

– No guidance on data as intermediate consumption

Considerations for data
– Ownership may depend on institutional factors
– Non-rival and non-scarce resource
– Features of both goods and services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intermediate consumption:Data may be purchased as intermediate consumption similar to other types of purchases services (traditional B2B).Data may also be bartered by households in exchange for “free” services (Nakamura, Samuels, Soloveichik 2017) (non-traditional C2B).OwnershipWho should have access?How should access be managed?Non-rival and non-scarceFusion – Data can be combined from multiple sources to increase use and value.No wear and tear – May increase in value over time.Goods and services (Michael Mandel 2012, 2017):Goods = tangible and storableServices = intangible and non-storableData = intangible and storable



Treatment of Data in National Accounts

• Some sources of data
– Monetary transactions:  traditional purchases

– Barter transactions:  online interactions

– Government surveys and other required paperwork

• Some uses of data
– Digital transformation:  new products and improved products

– Artificial intelligence:  output = f(capital, labor, data)

– Internet of Things:  “smart” devices

– Advertising:  households exchange data for free content

Domestic Production

Final Consumption
Intermediate Consumption

Capital Formation
Exports

Imports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditional purchases include offline purchases and online purchases.Online interactions include social networks, internet search, mobile apps, IoT, etc. (IoT can be both a source and a use of data).Digital transformation includes the use of data to introduce new goods and services and improve existing goods and services.Artificial intelligence requires computing equipment (i.e., capital), programmers (i.e., labor), and lots and lots of data.Smart devices (e.g., appliances, cars, machinery, etc.) collect lots of data with sensors and then use those data to offer services.Advertisers purchase data on exchanges after the data are collected from households via online activity.



Experimental Methodologies to Track 
“Free” Content

Data as household production
– Household production is outside the SNA production boundary

– Is user-generated content outside the SNA production boundary?

Data as a barter transaction
– Advertising-supported media (digital, print, and audiovisual 

content)

– Marketing-supported information (digital, print, and audiovisual 
content)

– Sales-supported shopping experiences
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Presentation Notes
Do households engage in production when they interact online or are they simply exchanging data as a form of in-kind payment (i.e., bartering)?Nakamura, Samuels, Soloveichik (2017) and Soloveichik (2018) explore the bartering of “viewership services” and other sources of data in exchange for “free” media and other services.



Impact of Tracking “Free” Content

Results by Category: User-enerated
Content

Digital 
Content

Audiovisual 
Content

Print 
Content

Shopping 
Experiences

Nominal GDP in 2016 51B 159B 236B 59B 524B

Real GDP 
growth
percentage points 
per year

2005-2017 0.04% 0.11% 0.06% -0.04% 0.03%
1995-2005 0.01% 0.11% 0.06% 0.01% 0.06%
1929-1995 - - 0.03% 0.02% -0.03%

TFP
growth
percentage points
per year

2005-2016 - 0.12% 0.02% -0.04% 0.08%
1995-2005 - 0.04% 0.04% 0.04% 0.12%
1947-1995 - - 0.01% 0.04% -0.03%
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Presentation Notes
Digital content has been growing rapidly, but it still accounts for less than half of spending on “free” content and an even lower share of time usage.Slowdown, and walk the audience through this slide in detail.Please note:  The value of user-generated content depends enormously on the assumed hourly output.  We’d get an insanely high value for Facebook if we valued all posts at their replacement cost.  In other words, hiring skilled writers to replicate billions of users saying stupid stuff around the clock would be very expensive.  But most user-generated content is worthless at best.  My value of $51 billion assumes that the average content creator produces only $0.60 of actual value per hour.



Conclusion and Next Steps

By Fall 2019, BEA plans for an update of the Digital 
Economy Satellite Account with break outs for cloud 
computing and online platforms

– A first step is profiling MNE data collections for cloud and 
digital intermediaries

Next steps are many and include updating the satellite 
account to reflect guidance of the OECD Advisory 
Group on Measuring GDP in a Digitalized Economy

– Further considerations on the treatment of data, free 
services

– There is also a need to rethink the statistical infrastructure 
to support measurement of the digital economy
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